
Additional Errata for Picatrix, September 2021 
 
p.41, 9 lines from top: “works by operating with spirit onto spirit,” (replaces “from” 
and “into”, respectively) 
p.41, 11 lines from top: “involves spirit onto matter, and alchemical work involves 
matter on matter.” (replaces “in” and “in”, prespectively) 
p.42, 5 lines from bottom: “works and deeds but also” (replaces “and”) 
p.42, 2-3 lines from bottom: “carry out under the age of the Moon” (replaces “below” 
and “sphere”, respectively) 
p.43, line 1: “sage who worked on the” (replaces “labored”) 
p.43, line 2: “of the age of Saturn” (replaces “sphere”) 
p.43, line 3: “who worked on the movements of the age of Venus.” (replaces “labored” 
and “sphere”, respectively) 
p.43, lines 5-6: The first sentence of 1.2.5 should read: “Ancient Greek sages used to 
operate by subtle means for altering sight and making things visible which are not.” 
p.63, 8 lines from top: “its own appropriate node.35 Once the planet” (replaces 
“geuzahar”) 
p.165: The last sentence of 3.7.21 is part of the prayer, and should be moved up into 
the indented paragraph. 
p.178, 10 lines from top: “each of lily root, Celtic nard,37 Indian poley-germander” 
(replaces “celtice”)  
p.178, 5 lines from bottom: “on his index finger with the image” 
p.254, 13 lines from bottom: “should carry a silk worm in their hands” 
p.254, 12 lines from bottom: “Make them throw the silk worm bit by bit” 
p.258, 16-17 lines form bottom: “some tree called a plum tree have many properties” 
(replaces “sebestan”) 
p.264, 21 lines from bottom: “carries the leaves of wormwood33 to its nest so that” 
(replaces “alexinz”) 
p.292, note 30: delete entire note 
p.292, note 37: delete everything before “Greer” 
p.296, note 28, penultimate sentence: “among whose common names is “spistan” 
(sabastān in Arabic).” 
p.302, first entry for Pingree: “Al-Ṭabarī on the Prayers” (fix first two words in 
article’s title) 
  
 


